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**Table S1:** Association between 1- and 5-years residential exposure to NO\(_2\) and NO\(_x\) and risk of atrial fibrillation

**Table S2:** Associations between established risk factor and risk of atrial fibrillation in the Diet, Cancer and Health cohort.

**Figure S1:** Exposure-response relationship between 1-year time-weighted mean NO\(_x\) and risk of atrial fibrillation. The vertical whiskers show incidence rate ratios with 95 % confidence interval at the median of exposure categories (deciles).

**Figure S2:** Exposure-response relationship between 1-year time-weighted mean NO\(_2\) and risk of atrial fibrillation. The vertical whiskers show incidence rate ratios with 95 % confidence interval at the median of exposure categories (deciles).

**Figure S3:** Exposure-response relationship between 10-years time-weighted mean NO\(_x\) and risk of atrial fibrillation. The vertical whiskers show incidence rate ratios with 95 % confidence interval at the median of exposure categories (deciles).

**Figure S4:** Exposure-response relationship between 10-years time-weighted mean NO\(_2\) and risk of atrial fibrillation. The vertical whiskers show incidence rate ratios with 95 % confidence interval at the median of exposure categories (deciles).